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Maurice Blanchot said that political impatience makes criticism warlike.
Driven by the urgency of human-inflicted disasters, we want to proceed straight to
the goal of social transformation, and so, wrote Blanchot, the indirection of the
poetic—and, we might add, the artistic—displeases us.1 It should not be surpris-
ing, then, that the pressing events of the past eight years—war, rendition,
torture—have produced many examples of impatient criticism. Two years ago, for
instance, October sent a questionnaire to a group of art-world intellectuals, solicit-
ing opinions on artistic opposition to the invasion and occupation of Iraq, and
while October’s attempt to open up a conversation about art and war was welcome,
its survey suffered from the fallacy of the loaded question. It asked: “What, if any-
thing, demotivates the current generation of academics and artists from assuming
positions of public critique and opposition against the barbarous acts committed
by the government of the United States against a foreign country?”2 And, after not-
ing that today “antiwar opposition seems most visible on the Internet” and asking if
the “electronic-technological public sphere” measures up to the public protests of
the Vietnam era, another question inquired whether this condition implies a “fun-
damental transformat ion of the sense of a polit ical public subject ,”3 a
transformation that, in the context of the journal’s comparison between the present
and what it portrayed as an earlier golden age of protest, could only be viewed as a
degeneration from activism to quietism. What emerged was a thinly disguised
decline-and-fall jeremiad about opposition to war, in which current antiwar activity
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appeared in an unfavorable light by contrast with that of the 1960s and ’70s,
when, as the editors put it, “agitprop cultural activities were organized through
word of mouth, flyers, and planning meetings, and demonstrations were staged in
the streets, in museums, and in a variety of print media.”4

October published forty-two responses to its questionnaire in its Winter 2008
issue. The editors’ introduction to this issue brought into the open what had
remained implicit in the original questions, stating that addressees of the ques-
tionnaire had been asked to evaluate “the seeming absence of visible opposition
within the milieu of cultural producers working in the sphere of contemporary
visual culture.” And although the editors claimed that the responses informed
them of diverse forms of opposition to the war, they nonetheless continued to
assert that “the role of academics, intellectuals, and artists in the cultural public
sphere has been reduced to anesthesia and amnesia.”5

October’s impatience with current antiwar activity in art—and its paternal
demand that younger generations identify with a supposedly authentic antiwar
politics—is symptomatic of a more longstanding mood in art criticism, a mood
that emerged in the late 1970s and that I have elsewhere called, following Walter
Benjamin, “Left melancholy.”6 For Benjamin, “Left melancholy” was an attach-
ment to past political ideals that forecloses possibilities of political change in the
present. In 2003, Wendy Brown used Benjamin’s term to describe the emergence
over the previous two decades of traditionalism in Left politics.7 She attributed
this return to orthodoxy to, among other things, the rise of sexual politics.
Reacting against feminist challenges to the notion that a pre-given economic
foundation totalizes both society and emancipatory struggle, subordinating all
other social struggles, the Left melancholic, observed Brown, clings to “notions of
unified movements, social totalities and class-based politics.”8

When I suggest, after Blanchot, that today’s politically impatient, Left-melan-
cholic criticism of war is itself warlike, I do not simply mean that it is, in some
general sense, aggressive. Rather, I am thinking of Freud’s characterization of war
in his 1915 essay “Thoughts for the Times on War and Death.” Freud commented
on the shock and disillusionment evoked in “the citizen of the civilized world” by
World War I. Previously, he said, we had believed that, even if war broke out, cour-
tesy and respect between nations and laws of war that distinguish between civilians
and combatants would prevail. We are disillusioned, said Freud, because in World
War I, the state “absolves itself from the guarantees and treaties by which it was
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8. Ibid., pp. 462–63.



bound to other states, and makes unabashed confession of its own rapacity and
lust for power, which the private individual has then to sanction in the name of
patriotism.”9 Freud’s shock over the violation of standards of war may have been,
as Michael Sherry puts it, “possible only for a generation that ignored the long
record of horrors in centuries of war.”10 Freud, however, criticized his own disillu-
sionment from another point of view. Disillusionment, he said, is unjustified
because what has been destroyed is, precisely, an illusion—or, rather, two illusions:
that states are guardians of moral standards and that individual members of the
highest human civilizations are incapable of brutal behavior. “In reality,” wrote
Freud, “our fellow-citizens have not sunk so low as we feared, because they had
never risen so high as we believed.”11 Psychoanalysis offers the insight that every
earlier development of the individual mind persists alongside the later stage that
arises from it and therefore in mental development there is a special capacity for
regression. War, Freud speculated, brings about such regression, a regression to
aggressive impulses and to a capacity for barbarous deeds, which has not been
eradicated in the individual but only held in check by a community that now sanc-
tions it. In fact, “The individual citizen can with horror convince himself in this
war of what would occasionally cross his mind in peace-time—that the state has
forbidden to the individual the practice of wrong-doing, not because it desires to
abolish it, but because it wants to monopolize it, like salt and tobacco.”12 What is
more, said Freud, war is a regression not only to barbarism but also to “the instinc-
tive and impulsive heroism” of the unconscious, which does not know its own
death and “flouts danger in the spirit of . . . ‘Nothing can happen to me.’”13 War, in
Freud’s view, gives full play to grandiose fantasies of invincibility, which is to say, to
heroic masculinism, understood as an orientation toward ideals of wholeness that
disavow vulnerability. 

In my response to October’s survey, I argued that regression to heroic mas-
culinism in the current situation of war isn’t confined to pro-war forces but
extends to sectors of the Left opposition, sectors that I have now identified as
impatient and melancholic. Antiwar cultural criticism, that is, often uses the
urgency of the war to legitimize a return to a totalizing political analysis, and this
return has a narcissistic dimension, not only because it idealizes an earlier political
moment with which the Left melancholic identifies himself but also because, as
Brown argued, this analysis once formed the basis of Leftist self-love, giving “its
adherents a clear and certain path toward the good, the right, the true.”14
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Predictably, then, today’s impatient criticism is impatient not only with the poetic
or artistic, as Blanchot would have it, but also with feminist interrogations of the
meaning of the political. For it was feminism, particularly psychoanalytic femi-
nism, now often treated as a feminized luxury we can no longer afford, that
explored the role played by totalizing images in producing and maintaining
heroic, which is to say, warlike subjects. 

As a corollary of its impatience with feminism, which has long insisted on
the inseparability of the personal and the political and on a politics concerned
with subjectivity, melancholic antiwar criticism tries to divide the subjective and
the material, the public and the private, and the social and the psychical, as
though war has nothing to do with mental life, as though there is no work of the
psyche in the waging of war. In this, antiwar criticism mimics dominant discourse
about war: recall, for example, President Bush’s assertion that he wasn’t going to
go on the couch about Iraq, or Truman’s statement after dropping the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima: “I don’t believe in speculating on the mental feeling.”15 Art
historian Mignon Nixon has argued against this current refusal to understand war
in psychical terms: “The habit of separating the psychical from the social,” writes
Nixon,

the individual subject from social subjectivity, even seems redoubled in
times of war—as if waging war depends upon holding these terms apart
. . . . even now, in the political discourse surrounding the Iraq War, the
psychical and the social are split, even on the Left: as if to reflect upon
subjectivity in time of war were, in itself, to neglect the political, even
to diminish resistance to war.16

October’s survey seemed to raise the issue of subjectivity when it asked if the
prevalence of antiwar activity on the Internet implies a transformation of the
sense of a political public subject. But since the editors posed the question within
a Habermasian framework, in which transformation of the public sphere is tanta-
mount to a decline into passivity and privacy, they foreclosed the question of
subjectivity—of subjectivity as a question—at the very moment they seemed to
open it. They issued a plea to resuscitate a traditional notion of the political sub-
ject—unitary, pre-const ituted, and self-possessed—who enters an equally
traditional public space of protest, instead of recognizing a political subject that, as
Simon Leung put it in his response, “is formed by the relationship between the self
and the other in the polis.”17 October thus ignored the ways in which, for decades,
the sense of a political subject has indeed been transformed, not only by the
Internet but by feminism, psychoanalysis, and post-structuralism. Warlike antiwar
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criticism’s division of public and private is a weapon wielded, in the service of a
fantasy of mastery, against uncertainty in the self and the exposure to otherness in
public space. 

Still, October implicitly posed a good question: What can art offer in the cur-
rent situation of war? About twenty years ago, the British analyst Hanna Segal,
co-founder of Psychoanalysts for the Prevention of Nuclear War, addressed a simi-
lar question to her field. Writing about the threat of nuclear war, Segal asked,
“What can psychoanalysis possibly offer in such a situation?” Her answer: “It is not
pathological to hope for a better future—for instance, peace—and to strive for it,
while recognizing how hard it is to attain, and that the opposition to it comes not
only from others but also has its roots in ourselves.”18 Psychoanalysis, said Segal,
can help us understand the intimate connection between war and what she called
“psychic facts,” which include our own aggressive impulses. Twenty years earlier,
W. R. Bion, a follower, like Segal, of Melanie Klein and an elaborator of Freud’s
ideas about group psychology, also suggested that psychoanalysis has something to
say about social problems: “Society, like the individual, may not want to deal with
its distresses by psychological means until driven to do so by a realization that
some at least of these distresses are psychological in origin.”19 Still earlier, in 1934,
Roger Money-Kyrle, another Kleinian analyst, also responded to Segal’s question,
writing that the more we realize how the destructive impulses that break out in
war are always present in our unconscious minds, “the more likely we shall be to
take all possible precautions.”20 And recently, in an essay that brings Freud’s ideas
to bear on Abu Ghraib, Jacqueline Rose echoed the Kleinians: “It is a central tenet
of psychoanalysis,” writes Rose,

that if we can tolerate what is most disorienting—disillusioning—about
our own unconscious, we are less likely to act on it, less inclined to
strike out in a desperate attempt to assign the horrors of the world to
someone, or somewhere, else. It is not . . . the impulse that is dangerous
but the ruthlessness of our attempts to be rid of it.21

These authors, by contrast with politically impatient art critics, combine a
critique of subjectivity with a critique of concrete political phenomena, in this
case, the phenomenon of war, suggesting that to refuse the interpretive power of
psychoanalysis in dealing with violence and to attempt to come to terms with war
by working only with conscious processes is to fail to take account of how resistant,
deep, and enduring war is. What is socially and historically relative about specific
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wars needs to be thought in relation to what the Italian analyst Franco Fornari,
author of The Psychoanalysis of War, called “war as a specific social institution,” one
that persists beyond any single social formation. Fornari disputed the oft-
expressed thesis that the psychoanalytic approach to war is non-specific because it
is metahistorical, arguing instead that, whereas economic, political, and ideologi-
cal factors are specifically generators of conflicts, they are not specific factors of
war. When conflicts are expressed in the form of war, said Fornari, it means that a
new fact has come into existence.22 Tracing this new fact to the subject, he urged
us to take responsibility for our unconscious, which I take to mean not only
acknowledging the psychical dimensions of war but, as Rose advocates, avowing
what is most disillusioning about ourselves.

In bringing together October’s question about art’s relationship to war and
Segal’s corresponding question about psychoanalysis, I do not mean to elide the
difference between the two fields. Yet, because contemporary art, especially since
the 1980s, has stressed that a work of art is not a discrete entity but, rather, a term
in a relationship with viewers; because, in doing so, art has developed strategies
for what Theodor Adorno called turning toward the subject; and because these
strategies question the rigid forms of identity and the triumphalist fantasies
whose maintenance helps cause war, there is, I think, a convergence between con-
temporary art and psychoanalysis. Therefore, answers to questions about the two
may have points of similarity. As a contribution to current discourse about art and
war, I want to use this essay to explore art’s ability to combine a concern with sub-
jectivity with a concern about the problem of war and therefore to resist both
dominant and Left-melancholic discourses. I’ll conduct my exploration by dis-
cussing Silvia Kolbowski’s video After Hiroshima Mon Amour of 2005–2008. The
thematic content of the video is an act of war—the dropping of the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945. Kolbowski’s work, a mnemonic representation
that assumes the ethical task of addressing the historical disasters that, though
unimaginable, nonetheless occur, appeared after the U.S. invasion of Iraq and the
launching of the “war on terror.” It engages a Benjaminian type of memory that
creates a constellation between past and present, in this case, past and present
wars. After Hiroshima Mon Amour is a remake of sorts of Alain Resnais’ Hiroshima
mon amour, which was released in 1959, when the search for a modern cinema
arose, at least in part, from the imperative of responding to a world made unrec-
ognizable by war. In Resnais’ film, a French woman and a Japanese man, each
having suffered a World War II–related trauma, become lovers in Hiroshima, a
quintessential site of trauma. Kolbowski’s video is “after” Hiroshima mon amour in at
least three senses: it is subsequent to, in imitation of, and in honor of the film. An
abbreviated remake—it is twenty-two minutes long—it also extends and elabo-
rates some of the principal themes of its source.
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“We return to Hiroshima . . . to confront our own dark truths.”23 So write
Robert Jay Lifton and Greg Mitchell in their 1995 book Hiroshima in America.
The book’s subtitle, Fifty Years of Denial, encapsulates its thesis: the U.S. has
never faced its cruelty in using atomic weapons. Instead, ignoring the historical
evidence, it has clung to an official narrative about Hiroshima, which, put in
place in the postwar years, claims that the dropping of the bombs was necessary
to end World War II and that it saved American and Japanese lives. There are of
course notable except ions to this denial. Consider, for example, George
Kennan, who in 1982, writing about the nuclear threat, admonished us to
remember that Americans were the ones who used the bomb “in anger against
others, and against tens of thousands of helpless noncombatants”: “Let us not in
the face of this record, so lose ourselves in self-righteousness and hypocrisy,”
cautioned Kennan, “as to forget the measure of our own complicity in creating
the situation we face today.”24 Consider also Allen Ginsberg, who in 1956 more
succinctly declared, “America . . . . Go fuck yourself with your atom bomb . . . .
America when will you be angelic?”25 But, counter-narratives notwithstanding, no
American president while in office has publicly questioned the resort to atomic
warfare. In 1991, prior to the first Gulf War, a Gallup survey found a near-major-
ity backing the use of an atomic bomb against Iraq. In 1995, President Clinton
asserted that Truman had made the right decision “based on the facts he had
before him.”26 And, the same year, when curators at the Smithsonian Institution’s
National Air and Space Museum wanted to mark the anniversary of the bombing
with an exhibition showing its effects on Japanese victims, the plan was aborted
due to a tidal wave of protest from veterans as well as mainstream press.27

Silvia Kolbowski’s After Hiroshima Mon Amour, which, unlike its precursor
text, is aimed primarily at an American audience, returns to Hiroshima to con-
front the legacy of the atomic bombing, linking it to the invasion and
occupation of Iraq. The video also ties these historically specific acts of war to
what is often called “war in general” but which I prefer to call, following Fornari,
“war as a specific social institution.” After Hiroshima Mon Amour assembles a com-
plex mixture of visual material and shapes it into a tightly structured meditation
on war. The video is framed by footage appropriated from its source film, on
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which the artist has performed certain mediating operations and which she has
edited together with footage of war-torn Iraq and post-Katrina New Orleans,
footage gleaned from the Internet and suffused with computer-generated color
that gives it the affective quality of what Gilles Deleuze terms “the colour-
image.”28 The video also contains live-action black-and-white episodes that
mimic the framing and mise-en-scène of scenes in the original film, but in which
the French woman and Japanese man are displaced by actors of various races,
ethnicities, and nationalities, and in which differences in costumes, hairdos, and
music indicate a later time period. There is a staged and composited scene, satu-
rated with red, of two sets of hands coloring in the emblem of the International
Red Cross—a scene that suggests questions about humanitarian law and aid.
And, finally, there are staged and unstaged color scenes shot by the artist, such
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as that of the lovers at an anti-Iraq War demonstration or those of the couple
wandering through the city, scenes that evoke but do not replicate portions of
the original film. Kolbowski overlays this array of visual elements with a text that
mixes lines from Duras’ script for Hiroshima mon amour with passages from the
writer’s synopsis of the film. Kolbowski’s borrowings from Duras do not follow
the temporal unfolding of the original script, but they nonetheless permit view-
ers who are unfamiliar with Hiroshima mon amour to grasp the outline of its story.
In Kolbowski’s video, text is unsynchronized with sound—in much of the shot
footage there is no sound, only what the Lebanese critic and video-maker Jalal
Toufic calls a “diegetic silence-over,” a lack of sound that, according to Toufic,
reveals the immobilization of those suffering from psychic trauma.29 The single
exception is a black-and-white passage toward the end of the video which uses
synchronized sound, integrating audio and visual tracks in a departure that only
emphasizes the unsynchronized nature of the sound in the rest of the video.

Following the opening credits, wherein Kolbowski layers her own titles over
those in Resnais’ film, which appear as a kind of palimpsest, After Hiroshima Mon
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Amour begins with footage from the famous prologue of Hiroshima mon amour, in
which, as Duras describes it, “we see mutilated bodies . . . moving in the throes of
love or death—and covered successively with the ashes, the dew, of atomic
death—and the sweat of love fulfilled.”30 In addition to condensing the prologue—
Kolbowski’s is about one minute long by contrast with the nearly fifteen-minute
original—Kolbowski alters it in other ways. She speeds it up by removing four frames
after every fourth frame, thereby agitating the bodies and intimating that the video
will not only call attention and pay homage to but reanimate, perhaps even disturb,
its source. Kolbowski also substitutes silence and written text for the male and female
voices that speak in Resnais’ prologue. And whereas at regular intervals Resnais inter-
rupts his scenes of the bodies by cutting to shots of the horrors of Hiroshima, which
the female voice claims to have seen, Kolbowski punctuates her opening with
Internet footage of the war in Iraq. Resnais cuts to the hospital in Hiroshima and to
exhibits in the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum—photographs of victims of the
bomb, samples of metal scorched and twisted by heat, charred stones, fallen hair,
burned skin. Resnais also shows newsreels of the aftermath of the bombing and the
reconstructed city. In a spatio-temporal displacement, Kolbowski supplants these
shots, first with footage of American soldiers invading an Iraqi home, their shouts
shattering the video’s silence, and then with Arabic news footage of the aftermath of
a bombing. Over this footage, Kolbowski places texts drawn from what Duras
described as the incantatory soundtrack of Resnais’ prologue, texts that refer to
Hiroshima and in which the voice of the Japanese man refuses the French woman’s
perception and cognition, her assertions that she has seen and therefore knows the
collective trauma of Hiroshima: “I saw everything. Everything”/“You saw nothing in
Hiroshima. Nothing.” In Hiroshima mon amour, these voices are what the composer
and theoretician of sound in film Michel Chion, borrowing from Pierre Schaeffer,
calls “acousmatic”: their source is unseen.31 In After Hiroshima Mon Amour, we hear
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no voices; but the pronouns “I” and “you” indicate positions in a conversation,
and therefore the text, like Resnais’ and Duras’ voices, could also be described as
acousmatic: we see no originating cause of the voices that are implied. The acous-
matic nature of the text is reinforced by its asynchrony with the image, since it is
only if sound and image are synchronized that the source of sound can be found
in the image. Chion writes that acousmatic sound draws in the spectator, creating
a desire to find and initiating a questioning of its source.32 Insofar as the sound-
track in Resnais’ prologue and the text in Kolbowski’s video function as a type of
direct address—they speak to “you”—they strengthen this inscription of the
viewer. For, as Sharon Willis observes about the opening of Hiroshima mon amour:
“The possible addressee of ‘you’ remains radically in question, such that, as spec-
tators, we experience a fictive direct address that denies our very act of seeing,
even as we engage in it.”33 Appropriating the film’s acousmatic voices and its
direct address, Kolbowski’s video aligns itself with the film’s ethics of representa-
tion, calling into question the viewing subject’s sight and knowledge.

The images of Iraq in Kolbowski’s prologue are analogous to those of
Hiroshima in Resnais’ film, and text about Hiroshima appears over scenes of
Iraq and, later, of New Orleans. By visually substituting one historical moment
and geographical site for another, Kolbowski loosens the text’s reference, open-
ing it to heterogeneous associations, and also links the bombing of Hiroshima to
the Iraq War and to the abandonment of the residents of New Orleans, two
moments when the U.S. government demonstrated a disregard for the well-
being of populations of cities. Kolbowski has said that the invasion of Iraq
precipitated her desire to remake Hiroshima mon amour. Further, she has related
her inspiration for the video to that of Resnais, repeating, by way of explana-
tion, Resnais’ account of what led him and Duras to make their film. According
to Kolbowski, Resnais recalls that he and Duras were sitting in Duras’ apartment.
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They were at an impasse about how to make a film about Hiroshima. There
were, after all, plenty of good Japanese documentaries about the bombing and
its aftermath. A plane flew overhead, and its sound made them realize that noth-
ing had changed since the atomic bombs were dropped: planes were carrying
bombs; the capability was st ill there; and the will to use them could arise
again.34 Resnais’ version of the story differs slightly from Kolbowski’s: he and
Duras were sitting in her apartment and heard a plane flying overhead. The
sound caused him to remark on the oddness of the fact that, while planes are
circling the earth carrying bombs, people like Duras and himself continue to
lunch and to go about their everyday activities. This inspired their decision to
use an ordinary love story to talk about Hiroshima.35 Kolbowski’s inaccurate
memory of Resnais’ story—her “inadequate history” she might call it, as she
does in an earlier work about memory36—accurately reveals one of her reasons
for making After Hiroshima Mon Amour: the video is “after” Hiroshima mon amour—
it repeats a film that is itself about repetition compulsion—but it is also “after”
Hiroshima, an event that is not over; there is a continuity between the atomic
bombing and the current situation of war.

The nature of this continuity depends of course on the significance of
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Hiroshima, which, as Lisa Yoneyama cautions, is in no way inherent in the event
itself.37 We know from Resnais’ film that in Paris Hiroshima meant liberation
while in Hiroshima it meant suffering and death. Several writers have noted that
in contemporary Japan, Hiroshima often signifies ideological notions of peace,
which, transforming Japan into an innocent victim, suppress the memory of the
country’s own militarism and atrocities. The word “after” in Kolbowski’s title
raises the question of time and therefore of history, which is to say, of the meaning
of past events. The question of time arises again when, over a black-and-white
scene of the lovers in bed, a text reads “You will have seen me.” These words, lifted
from Duras’ script, though excised from Resnais’ film, adopt the tense of the
future perfect or, in French, the future anterior. The future anterior is used to
describe an action that has not yet happened but that will have taken place before
another stated occurrence or reference point in the future. The future anterior
combines a subject—in our case “you”—with the verb “will have” and a past par-
ticiple, which indicates a completed action or state—“seen.” In Duras’ script, the
words “you will have seen me” function thematically, pointing to the future of the
characters in the film. But they also serve as a moment of direct address and
therefore function self-reflexively: they indicate a future in which the film itself
will have been seen, which is to say, the present of Kolbowski’s video and of its
viewer. In repeating these words, Kolbowski signals her approach to history. The
future anterior is an order of time that lacks closure because in it the meaning of
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a past event is conditional on an inconclusive future. The past isn’t simply there to
be recovered; past events and actions are what will have happened as history
mutates. As Jacques Lacan puts it, theorizing the future anterior as the time of per-
sonal history, “What is realized in my history is not the past definite of what was,
since it is no more, or even the present perfect of what has been in what I am, but
the future anterior of what I shall have been for what I am in the process of becom-
ing.”38 With regard to collective history, Kolbowski’s repetition of words spoken in
the future anterior bespeaks an imperative to treat the dropping of the bomb on
Hiroshima in terms of what it will have meant for what we as a nation or society
are in the process of becoming. 

The temporal structure of Kolbowski’s video, which plays on that of Hiroshima
mon amour, obeys this imperative. Both the script and the editing of Resnais’ film mix
temporalities: the lovers converse in past, present, future, and future anterior tenses.
This shifting of tenses reflects the disintegration of narrative chronology in the trau-
matized psyche just as the film’s pulsating movement between remembered scenes
and the present of the characters serves as a visual analogue for the time of psychic
life. In this respect, it is crucial to recall Resnais’ rejection of the term “flashback” to
describe the reorganization of time in his films. Writing about Je t’aime, Je t’aime
(1968), he said: “I had the impression of a sort of eternal present. The hero relives his
past, but when he relives it we are with him, the film always takes place in the pre-
sent. There are absolutely no flashbacks or anything like them.”39 With regard to the
future, Resnais was sensitive to the possibility, initiated by the nuclear age, that there
might be no human future, not even, as Derrida wrote, survival in the realm of the
symbolic,40 the possibility, that is, of total destruction. Willis says that Hiroshima mon
amour forecloses any future project,41 a foreclosure indicated by the French woman’s
cry, “I’m forgetting you already,” which obliterates the presence in the future of the
Japanese man and of Hiroshima. In 1959, however, Eric Rohmer remarked that
“Hiroshima [mon amour] . . . has a very strong sense of the future, particularly the
anguish of the future.”42 Kolbowski shares this anguish about the film’s future—
which is to say, the present of After Hiroshima Mon Amour—directing her work against
the forgetting that, according to Willis, the film predicts. Furthermore, Kolbowski’s
video makes a wish for the future, closing with an abstracted and color-saturated repe-
tition of Resnais’ prologue, printed in negative with its direction reversed and
overlaid with a passage from Duras’ script that describes cities rising up in anger
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against inequality. Kolbowski treats Hiroshima mon amour as though it were destined
for the future, for After Hiroshima Mon Amour has a kind of flash-forward structure,
one that suggests what Hiroshima “will have been” by substituting a movement for-
ward from Resnais’ film to the present for Resnais’ movement backward from
narrative present to past. In this way, Kolbowski replaces the encounter between
Hiroshima and Nevers, which is staged in Resnais’ film, with an encounter between
Hiroshima and Iraq, two turning points in what we are in the process of becoming. 

What is the meaning of the encounter? What are we becoming that calls
for an admonitory return to Hiroshima? The answer is at least threefold. First,
with the Iraq War and the war on terror, we are in the process of perpetuating
“the American way of war” as what Mark Selden calls “the systematic slaughter of
civilians from the air.”43 Kolbowski says that the bombing of Iraq in 2003 echoed
the disproportionate bombing of Hiroshima, which she calls a paradigmatic change
in military strategy. She recreated the look of scenes from Hiroshima mon amour in
order to “maintain the reference to the cataclysm precipitated by the U.S.”44 It is of
course true that Hiroshima marked a qualitative change in the destructiveness of
weapons—indeed unleashed the possibility of total destruction—but it also contin-
ued a military change initiated earlier in World War II: terror bombing with what
became known after Hiroshima and Nagasaki as conventional weapons, a term that
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makes them seem benign by contrast with their nuclear counterparts, when in
fact, especially with the use of depleted-uranium weaponry in Iraq, the distinc-
t ion between the two is growing less clear. Hiroshima was the climax of a
discourse, carried forward in the invasion of Iraq, that attributes national secu-
rity to air power, a discourse whose principles were laid out in a 1942 book by
Alexander P. De Seversky, Victory through Air Power. Caren Kaplan points out that
these principles now dominate U.S. military strategies,45 particularly the strat-
egy of “shock and awe,” the philosophy of which was explicitly drawn from the
use of nuclear weapons in Hiroshima and Nagasaki46 and in which stress is
placed on psychological effect—on, that is, psychic coercion designed to shock
populations into withdrawing support from enemy governments. The spectacu-
lar attack on Hiroshima, then, will have been a precedent for the spectacular
aerial bombing over Baghdad.

Second, with the conduct of the Iraq War and, even more, the war on terror—
with, that is, the Bush Doctrine of pre-emptive self-defense and the Bush
administration’s abusive interrogations of and denial of legal protections for
detainees at Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib, and with the policy of rendition and
other threats to democratic rights that continue under President Obama—the U.S.
is in the process of exempting itself from the obligation to obey the laws of armed
conflict or international humanitarian law. This, too, links Iraq with Hiroshima, for
the 1949 Geneva Conventions and the additional protocols of 1977 tightened the
language of the law against attacking civilian targets partly to prevent the recurrence
of indiscriminate terror bombing, like that of cities in Japan during World War II.
Because they were responsible for strengthening the Conventions, the bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki stand for, even as they broke, international humanitarian
law, many of whose norms, including the right of the U.N. Security Council to main-
tain peace, were suspended by the U.S. in the wake of September 11, 2001. It remains
to be seen whether, with a new administration, the U.S. government’s release of itself
from the obligation to obey humanitarian law will have been an anomaly.47

Finally, and most important for my purposes, we are in the process of perpetu-
ating what Hanna Segal called a “nuclear-mentality culture,” a way of life that,
precipitated by Hiroshima, is based on fears of annihilation and increasingly psy-
chotic modes of defense.48 In the 1990s, Segal argued that the nuclear-mentality
culture survived the end of the Cold War, persisting in the rhetoric surrounding the
first Gulf War and, we can now add, in that surrounding the Iraq War: both invasions
were conducted in the name of nuclear threat; Iraq was purportedly building the
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bomb. For Segal, Hiroshima meant the introduction of a new element in the social
problem of destructiveness. The existence of atomic weapons actualized the world of
the schizophrenic, in which boundaries between reality and fantasy are obliterated.
With the bomb, fantasies of omnipotent destruction became real.49 Segal drew on
Melanie Klein’s ideas about infantile mechanisms of splitting and projection, the
early ego’s paranoid relation to objects, and the major role of aggression in mental
life. For Klein, the infant’s rudimentary ego experiences conflicts between loving
and destructive impulses. It rids itself of its fear of the destructiveness within by pro-
jecting danger outwards, splitting in fantasy its external world into good and bad
objects. In relation to its bad objects, the infant suffers persecutory anxiety, which it
denies through fantasies of omnipotence that annihilate the persecutory object.
Klein said that the constant fluctuation between fear of internal and external dan-
gers, which are experienced in light of each other, persists throughout life.50

Segal also argued that the conflicts of individual psychology are expressed,
even heightened, in group behavior.51 As we have seen, Freud believed that the
individual as a member of a national group is more likely than the individual
alone to regress to behavior characteristic of the early stages of development,
stages characterized not only by the existence of destructive impulses but, as Klein
postulated, by persecutory fears and defenses, such as projective processes. In
positing the relevance of psychoanalytic insights to group dynamics, Segal fol-
lowed Freud, who had countered the assumption that psychoanalysis deals only
with individuals by pointing out that because individual mental life depends on
relations with others, there can be no bright line between individual and group
psychology.52 After World War II, several analysts of the Kleinian school turned
their attention to group dynamics, which, as Segal and others point out, is often
influenced by regression to psychotic phenomena: “Groups typically deal with
destructiveness by splitting, the group itself being idealized and held together by
brotherly love, and collective love of an ideal, while destructiveness is directed out-
wards to other groups.”53 Because group behavior is “very often very irrational,” we
should assume, said Segal, “that powerful unconscious forces are at work.”54

Nuclear rhetoric is an example: rather than face its own destructive impulses, the
nation continuously projects aggression outside itself and simultaneously con-
quers that aggression in triumphalist fantasies. Robert Jay Lifton and Greg
Mitchell point out, for instance, that in the buildup to the Gulf War nuclear fear
was used to justify the intervention and then, as the war drew near, the language
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of the first Bush administration grew increasingly tr iumphalist .55 Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney stated that the U.S. would not use nuclear weapons “at this
point,” but agreed in an interview that Truman had “made the right decision
when he used the bomb on Hiroshima,” an historical allusion that, as James
Hershberg has pointed out, was meant to send a message of nuclear threat to
Hussein.56 In the years since Segal wrote about war, the nuclear mentality she the-
orized has become entangled with the rhetoric of terrorist threat, which, like
nuclear rhetoric, endlessly projects the source of annihilating violence outside the
nation. Terrorism, says Slavoj Žižek, using a Lacanian term, has become “a quilt-
ing point” for multiple threats57—a universalized signifier that, like nuclear
rhetoric, unites—quilts together—manifold terrors, including internal ones,
which are thereby disavowed.

Segal tied the social problem of destructiveness—of, that is, war—to the will
to preserve identity. Defending against anxiety, we project onto others the aggres-
sion we fear in ourselves, a mechanism that in the national group, as in the
individual ego, both produces paranoia and allows the group to believe in its own
virtue. Jacqueline Rose, exploring the history of Zionism, has likewise addressed
the connection between destructiveness and the will to identity, arguing that
belief in an autonomous national, racial, or religious identity—a belief that dis-
avows what Naoki Sakai calls the co-figurations that constitute imagined unities
such as “Japan” or “the Japanese people”58—leads to war. “To be a law (race, faith)
unto yourself is a myth,” writes Rose, a statement that Kolbowski chose as an epi-
graph for one of her published texts about After Hiroshima Mon Amour.59

The quotation is apt, for After Hiroshima Mon Amour challenges the myth of
pure identity—individual, racial, ethnic, and national. In doing so, it builds on its
precursor text, in which the Japanese man and French woman are not only indi-
viduals but also stand for collectivities, a status underlined in the film’s famous
closing lines: “Hi-ro-shi-ma. That’s your name/That’s my name. Yes. Your name is
Nevers. Ne-vers in France.” Perhaps the uneasy relation between the characters’
position as, on the one hand, individuals and, on the other hand, groups helps
account for their difficulties with love, for, as Fornari writes, the possibility of love
between individuals contrasts with the necessity of hate between groups, because
“hate toward a common enemy is the group’s form of love,”60 which helps explain
why group psychology disposes us toward war. 

“Are you completely Japanese or not?,” asks the woman in Resnais’ film, a ques-
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tion that Kolbowski repeats in After Hiroshima Mon Amour. “Completely. I am
Japanese,” the man responds. But his looks contradict his claim to purity, for the
actor who played the man was chosen partly for his Western appearance. Duras stipu-
lated that he should look Western to avoid “the involuntary racism inherent in any
exoticism.”61 Whether Hiroshima mon amour avoids racism is a matter of debate, but
there is a play with identity in Resnais’ film, a play that unsettles the binary logic of
nationalism and racism and that Kolbowski elaborates and renders considerably
more fluid in what is perhaps the most striking feature of After Hiroshima Mon
Amour—its casting of nine actors of differing and largely indeterminate ethnicities in
the roles of Duras and Resnais’ French woman and Japanese man. In the opening
sequence of the video, the couple consists of a man whose race cannot be specified
and a black woman. Later, the actors include a man who is vaguely Arabic, two Asian-
looking women, and a Caucasian woman who in one scene has dark hair and in
another blonde. Kolbowski disturbs the purity of races, ethnicities, and nationalities
in After Hiroshima mon amour to warn against the role that such identity categories play
in the waging of war, relating her goals to those of Resnais and Duras: “I think Duras
intends that love story to be about what war does to those who do not follow the
nationalistic, ethnicist precepts of its justification.”62 Given that her subject matter is
Hiroshima, a climactic moment in the history of bombing, Kolbowski’s focus on race
is fitting. For, as Sven Lindqvist argues, racism was a catalyst for the desire to bomb.63

The bombings of World War II grew out of the imperialist racial killings of the ear-
lier twentieth century, when bombing was deployed against resistance in Europe’s
colonies. Italy mounted the first air attack in 1911 as an act of revenge against
what it considered traitorous Arabs in Tripoli. After that, bombs were dropped on
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Right: Alain Resnais. 
Hiroshima mon amour. 1959.
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civilian areas of Morocco, Somaliland, Afghanistan, Egypt, India, and Iraq by the
British, Italians, Spanish, and French before European cities were bombed and
before bombing became central to military thinking. As the races, nationalities,
and ethnicities in Kolbowski’s video proliferate so that the couple forfeits any cen-
tral identity, as the asymmetry between actors and characters compounds the
asynchronies between text and image and sound and image, identity is struck with
doubt. Including that of the viewer, for the multiplicity and uncertainty of the
characters’ identities do not just produce an effect at the level of thematic con-
tent; they also block spectatorial identification and dis-identification, which work
to fix identity. Or one could say that they promote less rigid projections and iden-
tifications. And insofar as Kolbowski’s video raises questions about individuals as
members of ethnicities, races, and nations, it broaches the topic of war’s relation
to group psychology.64
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